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Abstract—The rapid deployment of fleets of small, uncrewed
aircraft (drones) in the immediate aftermath of a natural disaster
to search impacted regions for people in need of rescue is
one of the most vital applications of advanced air mobility.
Effective drone-based search operations require that the drone
fleets operate out of bases that are appropriately located in
advance of the disaster. Using a case study based in the Iwate
prefecture of Japan, we develop optimization formulations to
strategically locate drone bases. It is important to be capable
of responding quickly to the locations most likely to require
search, while covering as large an area as possible. We evaluate
the disparities in the level of access afforded to different areas.
Finally, we extend our optimization formulation to account for
the probability of the base locations themselves being impacted
by the disaster, and the possibility of base relocation.

Keywords—applications of advanced air mobility; search and
reconnaissance; large-scale disaster response;

I. INTRODUCTION

The number of natural disasters experienced worldwide
per decade have increased five-fold over the past 50 years,
driven primarily by climate change and extreme weather
[1]. Rising temperatures and warmer seas cause more water
vapor to evaporate into the atmosphere, fueling storms like
hurricanes, typhoons, and torrential rain. At the same time,
urbanization and population growth have limited the area that
can be used for water absorption after intense rains. Recent
studies suggest that these factors compound and make floods
the most common meteorological hazard, causing numerous
casualties and significant property damage. In Japan, for
example, approximately 41% of the population and 65% of
national assets are concentrated in flood-prone areas [2], [3].

Large-scale natural disasters such as floods and earthquakes
often disrupt ground infrastructure such as road networks [4],
necessitating the use of alternative modes of sensing and
transport for disaster response. Remote sensing with satellite
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imagery has played an important role in monitoring flood
situations for risk and loss assessment [5]. However, clear
images are rarely available in real-time due to operational
constraints, tasking limitations of satellites, and occlusions
such as clouds [6]. Consequently, aerial imaging—e.g., visual
spotting of people needing to be rescued using conventional
helicopters—plays a critical role in search operations imme-
diately following a disaster event [7]. Advances in autonomy,
the commercialization of small drones, and new imaging tech-
nologies have made drone-based aerial sensing a growing part
of post-disaster search operations [8], [9]. Prior research has
considered the tactical response during the search operation,
such as the scheduling and routing of individual vehicles [10],
[11]. An effective tactical response requires that the drones
be staged in advance and flown from suitable base locations.
Therefore, the strategic pre-disaster location of drone bases
needs to be an integral part of disaster preparedness.

The objective of this work is to strategically choose base
locations from where post-disaster search operations can be
conducted using uncrewed aircraft (i.e., drones). The num-
ber of bases is constrained by the availability of trained
personnel and aircraft, and the drones have limited flight
times and range. It may not be possible to locate aerial
assets (drone bases) so as to cover the entire region. Under
such circumstances, it is important to strategically stage the
bases in advance to be as responsive as possible to the
areas most likely to need surveillance (e.g., because they
are likely to have people in need of rescue). However, the
choice of location can leave other regions far from a base, or
possibly even without coverage. We therefore also evaluate
the inequities in access to search resources that result from
the choice of base locations. Finally, as the selected base
location may itself be impacted by the disaster, we develop
optimization formulations that account for uncertainty in base
availability, as well as the possibility of relocating a base. We
demonstrate our methods using a case study based on fleets
of drones searching for evacuees who need to be rescued in
the event of floods in the Iwate prefecture of Japan.



II. RELATED WORK

As previously mentioned, there has been considerable work
on the efficient distribution of tasks among drones, along with
the optimization of their trajectories [11]–[13]. Optimization
techniques such as dynamic vehicle routing [10], [14], [15]
and neuro-fuzzy dynamic programming [16] have been pro-
posed in this context. Large-scale optimization formulations
have also been developed [17], [18]. Recent work has also
focused on drone trajectory and mission assignment optimiza-
tion [11]. Strategic disaster response planning [19] and base
location problems [20] have similarities to those of aircraft
base location [21], air ambulance base location planning
[22], [23], set covering [24], and generalized facility location
problems [25]. Equity of access, i.e., whether all regions or
groups of people are being served in a fair manner, needs to
be an important aspect of any public service, more so a life-
saving one such as search-and-rescue. Transportation equity
research has primarily focused on the potentially regressive
impacts of pricing mechanisms [26]–[29]. However, with the
growth of dynamic demand and on-demand services, the issue
of equity in access to services has become a growing concern
that needs to be addressed [30]. We draw from much of
this literature in developing optimization formulations for
strategically locating drone bases, taking into account the
probability of search need and operational constraints. We
evaluate the equity of access to bases by adapting the Gini
coefficient, a metric traditionally used to measure income
inequality [31], [32].

III. PROBLEM SETUP

We study the Iwate prefecture, which is the second largest
prefecture in Japan, with an area of over 15,000 square
kilometers. As of 2020, the Iwate prefecture (“Iwate”) had
a population of 1.2 million and had the lowest population
density of any prefecture on Japan’s main island, Honshu
[33]. Fig. 1 shows the location and extent of Iwate. Many of
its larger cities/towns lie in the Kitakami River valley, running
vertically through the western half of Iwate. The coastal areas
on the east also contain cities with more than 50,000 people,
such as Kitakami and Miyako.

Figure 1: (Left) Map of Japan with Iwate prefecture shown
within the red dotted line, and (Right) zoomed-in map of
Iwate prefecture.

Like much of Japan, Iwate is susceptible to natural dis-
asters, including earthquakes, tsunamis, and flooding. The
March 2011 Tohoku earthquake, also referred to as the “Great
East Japan Earthquake” was the most powerful earthquake

recorded in Japan (and also the precursor to the infamous
Fukushima accident) [34]. The coastal areas of Iwate were
heavily impacted—tsunami waves triggered by the earthquake
reached up to 40 meters (131 feet) in Iwate’s coastal city of
Miyako [35]. With over 15,000 deaths and $220 billion USD
in damage, the Tohoku earthquake was the costliest natural
disaster in world history [36]. As a rural prefecture susceptible
to natural disasters, Iwate is conducive to deploying drones for
disaster response. According to experts from JAXA and local
government officials, drones would perform round-trip search
and reconnaissance (“search”) flights from pre-defined bases.
The location of these bases will impact their effectiveness;
bases located far away from areas requiring search would
hamper operations. Locating bases as close as possible to
potential search areas is not sufficient, as other objectives need
to be considered. For example, before a disaster, the areas
with search needs are uncertain, so it is important to locate
bases such that they can cover large parts of the prefecture.

A. Input data

We divide Iwate into 15,452 1-km×1-km cells, denoted by
the set I . We identified the set of candidate base locations J
by consulting local experts. We assume that at most P number
of bases can be opened. Since the range of drones deployed
is uncertain, we assume that drones can search cells within
a maximum distance L km of a base. At the time that base
location decisions are made, we assume that for each cell i
we have an estimated probability pi that cell i will need to be
searched. We estimate these probabilities based on four layers
of spatial data: elevation, population, flooding locations, and
rescue mission locations. As a disaster approaches, much
more detailed data (e.g., real-time weather maps) could be
used. But our formulations for base locations do not depend
on how the search need probabilities are generated.

We used open-source elevation and population data. We
defined the elevation of each cell as that of the centroid of
each cell. We used the Open Topo Data API and the 30m
SRTM database. A heat map of elevations in Iwate can be
seen in Fig. 2a. The lighter pink colors correspond to areas
of lower elevation. We used population data (obtained from
the Iwate prefecture official website) for the 31 cities/towns in
Iwate that are independent local government units. To identify
areas of potential flooding, we used an existing JAXA hazard-
risk area assessment. These largely correspond to the eastern
coastal areas, as shown in Fig. 2c.

The rescue location data is based on scenarios generated
by JAXA. One of the main challenges in disaster response
planning is the limited availability of data. Because of privacy
issues, information on the location and number of evacuees,
for example, is only sporadically released. Data on rescue
missions performed are typically only released in summary
reports. JAXA’s rescue mission database includes rescue loca-
tions and the number of evacuees at these locations. Data from
past disasters, particularly the Great East Japan Earthquake
and Tsunami, were used in the creation of the scenarios.
JAXA also relied on interviews with local rescue authorities
and input from subject-matter experts. Flight reports were ob-
tained from local fire departments, medical assistance teams,



self-defense forces, police departments, and the coast guard.
JAXA conducted interviews with pilots and rescue personnel
involved in the relief mission to verify assumptions. The
modeled rescue locations are shown in Fig. 2d.

(a) Elevation (lighter colors indi-
cate lower elevation).

(b) Population (lighter colors in-
dicate higher population).

(c) Flooding areas (in blue) (d) Rescue locations (in yellow).

Figure 2: Inputs used to estimate the probability of search
need for each cell in Iwate prefecture.

B. Probabilities of needing search
Based on the input data layers, we then estimate the search

need probability (“search probability”) for each cell. This
represents the probability that a cell will need to be searched
during disaster response, i.e., that the cell might contain
someone who needs to be rescued. We use the following
procedure:

• Initialization: We initialize the probability of each cell
using a uniform distribution in the range (0, 0.05).

• Elevation: We set 50 m (164 ft) as the elevation thresh-
old. We increase the probability of the 603 cells with
elevation less than this by 0.15.

• Population: We adjust cells based on nearby cities and
towns. We set the city threshold as 8 km and the town
threshold as 4 km. Cells within that threshold of a
city/town had their probabilities increased by between
(0, 0.25). For a given city/town we differentiate the prob-
ability increase of cells based on the distance from the
city/town to the cell and the city/town population. Cells
closest to large populations see the greatest increase in
probability.

• Prior flooding: We set 3 km as the flooding threshold.
Cells that lie within this threshold of a flooding location
have their probability of search need increase by 0.25.
This affects 1,413 cells.

• Rescue: We set 5 km as the rescue threshold. We
increase the probability of the 1,976 cells within this
threshold of a rescue location by 0.3.

Fig. 3 shows our estimated search probabilities. There is
a high concentration of high-probability areas on the eastern
coast. These low-elevation areas contain flooding and rescue
locations. In the western half of Iwate, there is a vertical strip
of higher probability area, which corresponds to the densely
populated Kitakami River Valley in Iwate. The candidate base
locations are indicated with squares. They are all independent
local government units in Iwate Prefecture. Besides being
more capable of supporting drone operations, these locations
are typically used as ad hoc disaster response operations
centers.

Figure 3: Estimated probabilities of search need, with candi-
date base locations indicated by white square icons.

IV. OPTIMIZING BASE LOCATIONS

A. Baseline Formulation

We first consider two priorities in base location: 1) maxi-
mizing coverage of the Iwate prefecture, and 2) minimizing
the distance between bases and high-probability search areas.
We use the following notation:

Sets

I: set of Iwate cells, indexed by i
J : set of candidate base locations, indexed by j

Parameters

pi: probability of cell i needing search
dij : distance from cell i to base j
L: maximum distance between base and cell it serves
Bi: set of eligible bases within distance L of cell i
P : maximum number of bases

Decision Variables

xj =

{
1, if base j is opened
0, otherwise

zi =

{
1, if cell i is covered
0, otherwise

yij =

{
1, if cell i is covered and has closest base j

0, otherwise

We consider a cell i to be “covered” if a base within
distance L is open. Note that we also tested a formulation
that considers base vehicle capacity constraints, but the base



locations generally did not change. The objective can be
written as follows:

max α
∑
i∈I

pizi − β
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈Bi

pidijyij

The first term of the objective rewards cells being covered
by bases (we call this “coverage”). It is more rewarding
to cover cells with a higher probability of search need.
The second term minimizes the weighted distance between
covered cells and their closest open base. The α and β coef-
ficients indicate the trade-off between maximizing coverage
and minimizing the distance to the nearest bases. As coverage
increases, base locations will be more dispersed throughout
Iwate, increasing the weighted distance between cells and
open bases.

To simplify notation, we set α = 1 and define γ = β/α,
as shown in expression (1). If γ = 0, the objective solely
focuses on maximizing coverage. On the other hand, as γ
goes to infinity, the second term of the objective dominates.
This can lead to solutions where no bases are located with
an objective value of 0. On an individual cell level, a cell i
will not be covered if the distance penalty (second term of the
objective) outweighs the coverage benefit (first term). In terms
of variables, zi = 0 if γ > 1/dij ∀j ∈ Bi ∩ {j ∈ J |xj = 1}.
To avoid this issue, we specify γ ≤ 1/L, since the maximum
distance between a base and a cell it serves is L.

max
∑
i∈I

pizi − γ
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈Bi

pidijyij (1)

s.t.
∑
j∈J

xj ≤ P (2)

zi ≤
∑
j∈Bi

xj ∀i ∈ I (3)

zi ≤
∑
j∈Bi

yij ∀i ∈ I (4)

yij ≤ xj ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Bi (5)∑
j∈Bi

yij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ I (6)

xj , zi, yij ∈ 0, 1 ∀i, j (7)

Constraint (2) sets the maximum number of bases to be
located. Constraint (3) ensures that a cell is only counted as
“covered” (denoted by z) if a base within L distance of it is
opened (denoted by x). Constraint (4) relates z and y decision
variables. If a cell is covered, then there exists at least one
closest base (indicated by y). Constraint (5) helps define yij ,
which can only take a value of 1 if base j is opened. That is,
a base j needs to be open for it to serve a cell i. Constraint
(6) stipulates that each cell has at most one closest base.

We first evaluate the impact of P and L on base locations.
We generated results for this paper with Gurobi on a 2019
MacbookPro with a 2.3 GHz 8-Core Intel Core i9 processor.
Runtimes for the formulations ranged from 3–40 s (with the
baseline formulation on the lower end and the formulation
in Part IV-B on the higher end). We fix γ = 1

5L and vary
P and L. Fig. 4 displays nine coverage maps for different P
and L values. The yellow “X” marks indicate the chosen base

locations. Cells that are colored light grey are “uncovered”,
meaning that their nearest base is more than L distance away.
Cells that are colored the same share the same nearest base;
for example, the orange points in Fig. 4a share the base in
the western half of Iwate. The subfigure captions indicate the
values of P and L used, and the coverage and mean distance
to nearest base (DNB) is shown on top of each subfigure.
As the number of bases or the radius L increases, more cells
are covered. With (P = 5, L = 50 km), 98.4% of cells are
covered, compared to 39.3% with (P = 3, L = 30 km). As P
increases, the mean DNB generally decreases, as cells have
more viable bases that can cover them. However, note that
when coverage is low and a base is added to a region previ-
ously uncovered, then mean DNB can increase. For example,
comparing (P = 4, L = 30 km) and (P = 5, L = 30 km),
the 5th base (in orange) is added to a region almost entirely
uncovered prior to the base being added. There are only a few
cells between the blue and orange bases that see a reduction
in DNB. Thus, we see that the mean DNB increases by 2.2%.

We next consider the impact of γ, which scales the distance
term in the objective. Fig. 5 shows coverage metrics and
distance metrics across different values of γ with (P = 4, L =
40 km). We test γ ∈ [0, 1/L]: negative γ values would reward
bases being far from cells, and γ > 1/L would lead to cells
not being covered (first term of objective) because of the
penalty on the DNB of cells (second term of objective). The
coverage proportion is defined as the percentage of cells that
are covered. The weighted version includes the probability
of each cell that is covered:

∑
i p

covered
i /

∑
i p

all
i . The mean

distance to the nearest base metric is calculated across two
sets: using only the covered cells, or using all of the cells
(regardless of whether they are covered). The two Gini
coefficients are calculated using the appropriate mean DNB
values. We sort the array of DNB values in increasing order
and calculate the Gini coefficient G as

∑n
i=1

(2i−n−1)xi

n
∑n

i=1 xi
,

where n is the number of data points. The Gini coefficient
was first used to describe income inequality [31]. A Gini
coefficient of 0 reflects perfect equality, whereas a value of 1
represents maximal inequality. Note that several values of γ
result in identical base locations (and thus objective values).
In Fig. 5, we connect values of γ with identical solutions
with a line. Gaps between points indicate that the solution
has changed. For example, γ ∈ [0, 0.56] have the same base
locations, but γ = 0.56 and γ = 0.83 correspond to different
solutions. We did not evaluate the exact value of γ at which
the solution changes, but we know its range: (0.56, 0.83).

When γ = 0, the objective is solely to maximize cover-
age. As γ increases, the objective increasingly accounts for
distances between covered cells and their nearest base. Thus,
there is a trade-off between coverage and distances, which
is shown by coverage decreasing as γ increases in the top
panel of Fig. 5. The decrease in weighted coverage is less
than that of unweighted coverage, indicating that the cells
dropped from coverage tend to have lower pi values. The
mean DNB of covered cells decreases as γ increases since
that is the term in the objective being scaled. But the mean
DNB across all cells increases, as base locations are more



(a) P=5, L=30 km (b) P=5, L=40 km (c) P=5, L=50 km

(d) P=4, L=30 km (e) P=4, L=40 km (f) P=4, L=50 km

(g) P=3, L=30 km (h) P=3, L=40 km (i) P=3, L=50 km

Figure 4: Effect of varying the number of bases (P ) and the
maximum distance reachable from a base, L, when γ = 1

5L .
Coverage indicates the percentage of cells covered, and DNB
stands for distance from a cell to the nearest base.

concentrated near high-probability search areas. In addition,
the Gini coefficient for mean DNB among covered cells
increases with γ. This means that the mean DNB distribution
is becoming more unequal. Even though the mean DNB of
covered cells decreases as γ increases, the Gini coefficient
of covered cells actually increases. This indicates that some
covered cells are receiving a disproportionate reduction in
DNB.

We now examine some solutions described in Fig. 5 more
closely. Fig. 6 shows coverage maps and DNB vs. probability
of search need for three values of γ when P = 4 and
L = 40 km. As γ increases, the left-hand side of the figure

Figure 5: Coverage and distance metrics when varying γ.
DNB stands for distance from a cell to the nearest base; Gini
coefficient is calculated from DNB.

shows that bases shift toward the high probability cells on
the coast and the southern spine (recall that the probabilities
of search need are shown in Fig. 3). The right-hand side
of the figure shows the distance to the nearest base as a
function of the probability of a cell. Ideally, high-probability
cells would be closer to their nearest base (i.e., we expect
a negative relationship between the two). The red horizontal
line indicates the value of L; points above the line are not
covered, whereas points below are covered. As γ increases,
cells with a high probability of search need benefit from a
reduction in DNB. This comes at the expense of some lower
probability cells that get bumped out of coverage. Specifically,
with γ = 0.56e-2, the cells out of range tend to have
lower probability; however, with γ = 1.67e-2, some cells
with search probability between [0.5,0.75] are not covered.
Overall, disaster response managers can use γ to trade-off
between coverage and DNB. With increasing γ, although
DNB among covered cells decreases, inequality (either with
respect to all cells or covered cells) decreases, as the base
locations tilt toward high-probability cells.

B. Uncertainty in base availability

Up to this point, we have assumed that the chosen base
locations will be operable immediately following a disaster.
This may not always be the case, as some of the base
locations may be impacted by earthquakes or flooding. When
this occurs, other bases may need to cover a cell, even if
they were previously not the closest base. Thus, it may be
desirable to have multiple bases able to cover a given cell. We
adopt the maximum expected covering location model, which



(a) γ = 0.56e-2 (b) γ = 0.56e-2 Distances

(c) γ = 1.11e-2 (d) γ = 1.11e-2 Distances

(e) γ = 1.67e-2 (f) γ = 1.67e-2 Distances

Figure 6: Impact of γ on Distance to Nearest Base (DNB)
and coverage; P = 4, L = 40 km.

acknowledges that not all bases are guaranteed to be operable
[24]. We assume that bases are inoperable with independent
yet identical probability r ∈ [0, 1). These assumptions reduce
complexity and allow the number of operating bases to follow
a binomial distribution. The binomial distribution enables the

following statements.
• Prob(cell i is covered by a working base, given there are

k bases that can serve it) = 1− rk

• Pik: random variable representing “reward” at cell i
given that k bases can serve i. We use pi (the probability
of search need) as the reward, and this occurs with
probability 1− rk

• The expectation of Pik is E(Pik) = pi(1− rk)
• ∆E(Pik) = E(Pi,k)−E(Pi,k−1) = pi(1−r)rk−1 when

increasing number of bases that can cover cell i from
k − 1 to k.

We can now incorporate the likelihood of base failure into
the objective. We define the following additional decision
variable.

vik =

{
1, if there are k bases that could serve cell i
0, otherwise

When we locate bases, we control vik as we have P bases and
we know the maximum distance L between a base and a cell
that it covers. Therefore, in the objective, we want to reward
locating more bases that could serve a cell. The incremental
benefit in locating an additional base close enough to cover a
cell is given by ∆E(Pik). Thus, we can write the objectives as
follows. The objective follows the same form as (1), with the
second distance-related term being identical. The difference
is in the scaling of the coverage term (the first term).

max α
∑
i∈I

P∑
k=1

(1− r)rk−1vikpizi − β
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈Bi

pidijyij

(8)
s.t. (2) − (7)

P∑
k=1

vik ≤
∑
j∈Bi

xj ∀i ∈ I (9)

yij ∈ 0, 1 ∀i, j (10)

Constraint (9) relates vik to the locating of bases (xj). The
left-hand side of the constraint represents the total number
of bases that can cover cell i. This must not exceed the
number of located bases that can serve i. Note that we do not
explicitly encode an ordering constraint of vik variables for a
given i and k = 1, 2, 3, .... This is because the maximization
objective ensures that if

∑P
k=1 vik = 1, then vi1 = 1 and

vi2 = 0. (The reward for locating the first base close enough
to cover a cell is larger than the reward for locating a second
base.) Unlike γ, which is capped at 1/L, we do not set a
maximum value of r. With large γ values, not covering some
individual cells was more rewarding than covering them—
this is not an issue here. As r increases, the first term of
the objective will dominate, and the DNB metric is de-
emphasized.

Fig. 7 follows the layout of Fig. 5, but varies r instead
of γ, and Fig. 8 displays the coverage map and DNB vs.
probability of search need plots for r ∈ {0.3, 0.6}, as well
as the coverage maps for r ∈ {0.7, 0.8, 0.9}. The value of
γ was fixed at 1.67e-2. The points for r ∈ {0.3, 0.4, 0.5}
are connected because they result in the same base locations.
When comparing Fig. 8 to Fig. 6, we see that large values



of r result in more clustering than with large values of γ.
Fig. 8d shows that for r = 0.6 the covered cells with a high
search probability tend to have lower DNB. However, there
are many cells with a high search probability that are left
uncovered, particularly when compared to r = 0.3 (Fig. 8b).

Figure 7: Coverage and distance metrics when varying r.
DNB stands for distance from a cell to the nearest base; Gini
coefficient is calculated from DNB.

As r increases (i.e., bases are more likely to become inop-
erable), the weighted and unweighted cell coverage generally
decreases. The exception is r = 0.8, where the inland location
in Fig. 8f increases coverage relative to r = 0.7 (Fig. 8e). In
general, the mean DNB of covered cells decreases, whereas
the mean DNB across all cells increases. The Gini coefficient
also tends to increase with r, but has some nuances. Notably,
r = 0.7 and r = 0.9 have lower Gini coefficients than r = 0.8
because of their clustering of base locations. The low Gini
coefficient across all cells could be misleading for r = 0.9,
as the base locations (Fig. 8g) on the eastern coast cause
many uncovered cells to be “equally bad off” based on their
far distance to the nearest base.

V. RELOCATION OF BASES

In Section IV-B, we considered the possibility that bases
may become inoperable during disaster response. The formu-
lation we presented handles this by building in redundancy
such that it is preferable to open multiple bases capable of
covering cells. However, in practice, it may be possible to
relocate bases (i.e., close a base in location j and open a
base in location k). This may occur when base j becomes
inoperable, or when the probabilities of search need change
drastically relative to the probabilities that dictated the initial
base allocation. We first present a model to optimally relocate
bases in Section V-A, before incorporating the possibility of
relocation in the initial base allocation in Section V-B.

(a) r = 0.3 Coverage (b) r = 0.3 Distances

(c) r = 0.6 Coverage (d) r = 0.6 Distances

(e) r = 0.7 Coverage (f) r = 0.8 Coverage (g) r = 0.9 Coverage

Figure 8: Impact of varying probability of base unavailability,
r. P = 4, L = 40 km.

A. Base Relocation Formulation

Suppose that we now have the flexibility to relocate up to
R bases after initial base allocation. The maximum distance
that a base can be moved is D. We introduce the following
additional sets, parameters, and variables while keeping the
same notation from Section IV.

Sets & Parameters



J1: set of existing base locations
J2: set of new potential base locations
J : set of all base locations, equal to J1 ∪ J2
Kj set of locations that base j could relocate to
Rk: set of bases that could relocate to k
R: maximum number of bases that can be relocated
D: maximum distance that a base can be moved (“relo-
cation radius”)

Decision Variables
mjk = 1 if base j is closed and base k is opened
(“relocation” from j to k); 0 otherwise
vjk: binary variable for big-M notation

The relocation radius D is used to define Kj , the list
of eligible relocation sites for each existing base. Note the
distinction between Kj and Rk: the former indicates locations
that j could move to; the latter represents locations that k
could move from. We still use the x decision variable to
denote locating bases, with reference to the appropriate set
of J1 or J2. If xj = 1 and j ∈ J1, then an existing base
location remains open. On the other hand, if j ∈ J2, then a
base was relocated. The objective function remains the same
as expression (1). We introduce several new constraints.

max
∑
i∈I

pizi − γ
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈Bi

pidijyij

s.t. (2) − (7)
mjk ≤ Mvjk ∀j ∈ J1, k ∈ Kj (11)

xj ≤ M(1−
∑
k∈Kj

vjk) ∀j ∈ J1 (12)

xk ≤ mjk ∀j ∈ J1, k ∈ Kj (13)∑
j∈Rk

mjk ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ J2 (14)∑
k∈Kj

mjk ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ J1 (15)

∑
j∈J1

∑
k∈Kj

mjk ≤ R (16)

mjk, vjk ∈ 0, 1 ∀j, k (17)

Constraint (11) and (12) use Big-M notation to establish the
dependence between mjk and xj for existing base locations.
Specifically, if mjk = 1, then constraint (11) requires that
vjk = 1. From constraint (12), this requires that xj = 0. In
words, this means that for a base to move from j to k, base j
must close. In addition, if xj = 1 (i.e., base j remains open),
then vjk = 0 ∀j ∈ J1, k ∈ Kj . This means that mjk = 0, so
no base can be opened as a result of moving base j. Constraint
(13) relates mjk to xk for the new potential base locations. In
order for base k to open, mjk must equal 1, meaning that base
j was closed. Constraint (14) indicates that a new base k ∈ J2
can only be opened once, while Constraint (15) means that an
existing base j ∈ J1 can only be relocated once. Constraint
(16) limits the number of base relocations to R.

B. Planning for Potential Relocation (PPR) Formulation

With limits on the number of bases that can be relocated
and the maximum distance that a base can be relocated, the

effectiveness of base location depends on the initial base
allocation. Thus, we now consider planning for potential
relocation in the initial allocation. We call this the PPR
(planning for potential relocation) formulation. We define the
following additional decision variables.

wk =

{
1, if base k could be relocated to
0, otherwise

ui =

{
1, if cell i is covered by potential relocation site
0, otherwise

We augment the objective function of 1, whose first term
rewards coverage of a cell with the initial base allocation. The
additional term rewards being able to relocate to a base that
can cover a cell. We set λ < 1 so that covering a cell now is
more rewarding than potentially covering it with future base
relocation. The decision variable ui is analogous to zi in that
it rewards coverage of cells.

max
∑
i∈I

pizi − γ
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈Bi

pidijyij + λ
∑
i∈I

piui

s.t. (2) − (7)

wk ≤
∑
j∈Rk

xj ∀k ∈ J (18)

ui ≤
∑
k∈Bi

wk ∀i ∈ I (19)

wj ≤ 1− xj ∀j ∈ J (20)
ui, wj ∈ 0, 1 ∀i, j (21)

The variable wk indicates whether a base—not initially
opened—could be relocated to in the future, given the re-
location radius constraint. Constraint 18 requires that a base
close enough to k is opened for wk to equal 1. Constraint
19 relates the coverage indicator ui if cell i could be served
a future base relocation. Constraint 20 ensures that an open
base is not counted as a candidate for relocation.

C. Experimental Results

We now compare the PPR formulation with the baseline
formulation. We fix several parameters, including P = 5,
L = 30 km, γ = 1

2L . Specific to relocation, we set λ =
0.5 and allow 2 bases to be moved (R = 2) up to 30 km
(D = 30). We first perform the initial base allocation using
the same search probabilities that we have been using. Next,
we randomly generate a new set of search probabilities. We
do not alter the input layers of Section III.A but randomly set
the relative weight given to each of the four layers (elevation,
population, flooding, and rescue). For example, previously we
increased the search probability need of low-elevation cells
by 0.15; here, we still increase the probability of all low-
elevation cells by the same amount, but not necessarily by
0.15. We set the relative weight of each of the four layers
while making sure that no cell has search probability greater
than 1. Once the updated search probabilities are generated,
we relocate bases based on the formulation in Section V-A.

Fig. 9a shows the initial search probabilities, while Fig.
9b displays the updated search probabilities. Because of our



(a) Initial Search Probability (b) Updated Search Probability

(c) Initial Baseline Coverage (d) Updated Baseline Coverage

(e) Initial PPR Coverage (f) Updated PPR Coverage

Figure 9: Baseline vs. PPR (Planning for Potential Relocation)
Formulation when γ = 1

2L , P = 5, L = 30 km, λ = 0.5.
Left-column shows the pre-relocation setting; right-column
shows the post-relocation setting.

probability generation process, the updated search probability
looks somewhat similar to the initial search probability. This
is intentional, as we assume that our initial search proba-
bilities will not be completely incorrect. The second row of
Fig. 9 shows the initial and updated coverage maps using the
baseline formulation, and the third row shows the same for the
PPR formulation. We note that the PPR formulation spaces
bases further apart to allow for more base relocation options.
This conservatism benefits the PPR formulation in Fig. 9f,
as the purple base in northern tip of Iwate is relocated to,
corresponding with a high probability cluster.

We perform 100 trials with randomly generated initial
and updated search probabilities. The other parameters (e.g.,

number of bases, relocation radius) remain the same as Fig.
9. Table I compares the performance of the PPR and baseline
formulations after base relocation. The numbers indicate the
mean percent difference between PPR and Baseline for six
metrics. Pre-relocation, the PPR formulation on average has
2.3% more unweighted cell coverage, but 4.1% less weighted
coverage. In addition, the PPR formulation has worse mean
DNB and Gini coefficient metrics among covered cells, but
better among all cells. We now consider the post-relocation
metrics. The PPR formulation results in 8.1% higher un-
weighted coverage on average than the baseline formulation.
The PPR formulation also has a 4.1% higher mean weighted
cell coverage. The mean DNB among covered cells is similar
between PPR and baseline, with PPR having slightly higher
values on average. However, the PPR formulation has a large
advantage in mean DNB among all cells. We also see lower
Gini Coefficient values for the PPR formulation. Overall, the
PPR formulation has a clear advantage in coverage, distance,
and Gini coefficient metrics post-relocation. However, the
trade-off comes pre-relocation where the baseline formulation
generally has better metrics among covered cells, but not
among all cells. If the search probabilities do not drastically
change, base relocation may not be needed. In this paper, we
did not test the ability to relocate bases even when the search
probabilities remain the same.

TABLE I. PERCENT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PPR AND
BASELINE FORMULATIONS. POSITIVE NUMBERS INDICATE
HIGHER VALUES FOR THE PPR FORMULATION

Metric Type Pre-relocation
Metrics

Post-relocation
Metrics

Cell Coverage Unweighted 2.3 8.1
Weighted -4.1 4.3

Mean Distance
to Nearest Base

Covered 2.7 0.3
All -9.5 -8.2

Gini Coefficient Covered 1.9 -1.3
All -13.1 -12.3

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the immediate aftermath of a disaster, it is important
to quickly perform search and reconnaissance, followed by
rescue operations. In this paper, we focused on strategic
base location as it significantly influences the effectiveness of
drone operations, through a case study of the Iwate prefecture
in Japan. We first generated search need probabilities and
then tested a baseline formulation that tried to: (1) maximize
coverage, and (2) minimize the distance between covered
cells and their nearest base (DNB). We also considered Gini
coefficient metrics based on the DNB values. We showed
the impact of the γ parameter, which controls the trade-
off between coverage and DNB values. We also adopted a
maximum covering formulation to account for uncertainty in
base availability.Building in this redundancy led to clustering
of base locations, but a reduction in coverage, a worsening of
DNB metrics, and poorer Gini coefficients. We then presented
a formulation which allowed for the relocation of a limited
number of bases, and a formulation that prepared for the
possibility of relocation from the start (the PPR formulation).
We found that the PPR formulation outperformed the baseline



formulation in the event of base relocation, but was slightly
worse pre-relocation.

Future work will incorporate tactical aspects of the disaster
response, such as task assignment and vehicle routing. Doing
so will allow us to evaluate metrics based on reconnaissance
time. There is also opportunity to relax some of the simpli-
fying assumptions made in this work (e.g., the independence
of base availability), and to develop real-time base relocation
support for decision-makers. Finally, since the goal of search
is to inform rescue operations, the coordination of drones
(for search) and crewed aircraft (for rescue) is an important
practical aspect that needs to be addressed.
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